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2 poemas afroecuatorianos em gibralt

Words hurt, words heal, words can help us explain how we feel about a loss. These 10 poems masterfully express all that can make us feel death. Sometimes, in the face of the death of a loved one, words and art become the only means to express what we really feel. Pain makes us small, fragile. Sometimes broken. Absence invades us. And even if we
have faith as an ally, there are long days and eternal nights, when it doesn't seem enough. Then we fill ourselves with doubt, anger, labyrinthine cavities that always take us to the same place: to pain of loss. And when we get there, words can help us. To heal. To heal. To heal to believe again. For centuries, artists and writers have expressed their feelings at
death with poems that hurt, but also help us understand our status as living and finite beings. The central theme in this selection of poems is the death and inescapable reality that it is part of life. The beauty and death of Victor Hugo Beauty and death are two profound things, with such a part of shadow and blue that two terrible sisters would say to
themselves as fertile, with the same secret, with the same riddle. Oh, women, O voices, oh looks, hair, blonde braids, shine, I die, have light, love, are the pearls that the sea mixes in its waters, birds made of light in the gloomy forests. Closer, Judith, are our destiny than we should see our two faces; the divine abyss appears in your eyes, and I feel the star's
greenhouse in my soul; More from heaven I both know we're very close, you because you're beautiful, me because I'm so old. It dies slowly not traveling, which does not read, which does not listen to music, which finds no favor in itself. Those who destroy their self-love die slowly, which does not help the help. He slowly dies becoming a slave to the habit by
repeating the same journeys every day, who does not change his brand, does not dare to change the color of his clothes or does not engage in conversation with those he does not know. It slowly dies avoiding a passion and its swirl of emotions, only those that bring the clarity to the eyes and restore the shattered hearts. The one who does not slowly turn the
wheel dies when he is unhappy with his work, or his love, who does not risk the truth or the uncertain to go after a dream that is not allowed, even once in his life, to escape the wise advice ... Live today! Take another chance today! Do it today! Don't let yourself die slowly! Don't stop being happy! Cave of José Emilio Pacheco Everything is dead in this cave
does not even live death. It is true that the dead do not nor even death remains Everything is dusty again, but the the Preserved your funeral Here are each lined with your sacrifice the bones owners of a secret story Here we know what death tastes like we know what death knows The stone gave life to this death The stone was made dead lava Everything is
dead In this cave not even life dead. William Shakespeare's LXXI Love Sonnet When I'm dead, I cry just as you hear the sad bell announcing the world of my despicable world's escape from the infamous worm. And don't call, if you're reading this rhyme, the hand that writes it, because I love you so much that even your forgetfulness would rather know that
my memory bitters you. But if you look at these verses when nothing separates me from the mud, even my poor name that you say and that you love with me rise up, so that the manner in your cry is not inept and mocks you for the absent. What is dying? elias Nandino: What is dying? Dying is increasing flight without wings without eyes and without body.
More or less the death of Mario Benedetti Death is just a sad child, a child without fear without fear, a poor old boy who looks like God. Sometimes, however, it is only a silence without past without mold without smell a silence in which dogs bark those dogs and one wonders who they are. But it's weird. Death is usually just a sad child... Other times. Other
times it's a thick fog that gets into your eyes that your voice and angles you certainly good certainly not just until you destroy your loveless. Sometimes. But it's weird. Death is usually just a sad child, a child who leaves the night without fear without fear, a poor old boy who drops his hand on my heart. Juan Gelman's Epitaph A bird lived in me. A flower
traveled in my blood. My heart was a violin. I either wanted to or I didn't want to. But sometimes they loved me. I also rejoiced: spring, hands together, the lucky ones, I say that man must be! There's a bird here. A flower. A violin. Sylvia Plath's last words I don't want a simple box, I want to consider a sarcophagus with stingrays, and a face on it, around like the
moon. I want to look at them when they come to collect the stupid minerals, the roots. I see them – pale faces, far away like stars. Now they're nothing, they're not even babies. I imagine them without fathers or mothers, like the first gods. They'll wonder if I was important. I need sugar and keep my days like fruit! My mirror blurs - A few breaths, and it won't
reflect anything else. Flowers and faces are bleached like a sheet. I don't trust the spirit. It escapes like steam in dreams, through the mouth or the eye. I can't stop him. One day he won't come back. It's not like that. They stay, their special warm glow of so much groping. They were almost spinning. As the plants of my feet cool down, the black eye of my
turquoise will comfort me. Let me take my copper pots, let my rouge pots bloom over me like night flowers, with a good aroma. They wrap me in bandages, keep my heart under my feet in a neat package. I barely recognize myself. It gets dark, and the glow of these little things, sweeter than Istar's face. At night at the niche, Xavier Villaurrutia Death always
takes the form of the niche that contains us. It is hollow and dark and warm and silent, folds into the curtains in which the shadow nestles, is hard in the mirror and tense and frozen, deep in the pillows and, on the sheets, white. We both know that death takes the form of the alcobe, and that in the bedroom is the cold space that rises between the two in the
wall, a crystal, a silence. Then only I know that death is the hole you leave in bed when you suddenly and for no reason join or stand. And it's the noise of charred leaves that bare your feet when they sink into the carpet. And it's the sweat that wets our thighs that hug and fight and then give up. And it's the sentence you drop, interrupted. And the question of
me that you don't hear, that you don't understand, or that you don't answer. And the silence that falls and buries you when you see your dream and question it. And only, I know that death has truncated your word, your other people moans, and your involuntary dark movements when in your dream you struggle with the angel of sleep. And the silence that falls
and buries you when you see your dream and question it. Death is all this and more that surrounds us, and it unites us and separates us alternately, leaving us confused, bewildered, exciting, with a wound that has no blood flowing. Then, only then, the two of us alone, know that not love, but dark death precipitates us to see us face in the eyes, and to unite
and limit, more than alone and castaway, even more, and increasingly, still. Death will lose its dominance, Dylan Thomas and death will lose its dominance. The naked dead will be one dead. With man in the wind and the moon of the West; when the bones derail and the bones disappear. Where there were elbows and feet, stars will appear. And even if they
dive into deep waters, they're going to have to resurface. And even if the lovers get lost, love will endure. And death will lose its dominance. And death will lose its dominance. Among the swirls of the sea, those who raise long will not die in the storm that writhes in torment, when they will not be able to break the tendons tied to a wheel; between his hands,
faith in two and the Evil Unicorn will go through it. And split everywhere, they won't tear up. And death will lose its dominance. And And Death will lose its dominance. Never again will the seagulls scream in their ears or break the waves tumultuously on the banks of the river;  where a flower was opened never again another flower will offer its head to the
blows of the rain.  And still crazy or dead as nails will pass the daisies with their heads of ladies;  bursts over the sun until the sun goes down.  And death will lose its dominance. What a wild habit of Jaime Sabines What a wild habit he is to bury the dead, to kill them, to destroy them, to erase them from the earth! It treats them alevosa, it denies them the
chance to revive. I always wait for the dead to rise, to break the coffin and cheerfully say, why are you crying? That's why I'm overcoded by the funeral. They secure the lids of the box, insert it, leave it on top, and then the earth, after, palette after pallet, chunks, dust, stones, bind, amacizing, there you stay, from here you do not come out. They give me
laughter, then the crowns, the flowers, the crying, the pillow shed. It's a mockery: why did they bury him, why didn't they leave him out until he dried up, until his bones told us about his death? Or why not burn it, or give it to the animals, or throw it in a river? You must have a retirement home for the dead, ventilated, clean, with music and with running water. At
least two or three, every day, would rise to live. Live.
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